In the digital world, everyday tax evasion can be facilitated even more by taxpayers using readily available technology to evade tax. Previously, tax evasion in small businesses could be undertaken simply by accepting cash under the table or keeping a separate set of books. Now, the same outcomes can be achieved even more efficiently, using software such as "zappers" and "phantomware." Zappers physically prevent sales from appearing on the records. Phantomware creates virtual sales terminals for the same purpose. Both allow businesses to selectively delete or reduce their sales figures without leaving a trace of any alteration. The taxpayer reports lower sales and lower taxable income, all the while retaining the actual profit. This type of evasion and fraud (called "electronic sales suppression") makes it hard for tax authorities to detect any discrepancies. These types of tax evasion technologies are also now becoming available over the internet, which can make it harder for tax authorities to control and penalise.
Not only that, but taxpayers can also evade tax by over-reporting their deductions.
This can occur by creating false invoices that look genuine but where no outgoings have actually been paid. This fraudulently reduces taxable income, causing substantial revenue losses to the government. For example, in the Slovak Republic, the amount of risky VAT detected in domestic invoicing fraud in 2014 and 2015 was more than half a billion euros.
Tax authorities also face challenges in the online-sharing economy through online ride-sharing and home-sharing marketplaces. These online-sharing platforms-which are, of course, legal-can generate taxable income for taxpayers, but which may not be reported and stay under the radar of the tax authority. The report also shares successes in using technology to tackle false invoicing. Countries have already shown that using electronic invoicing solutions can prevent and reduce tax evasion : invoices can be verified as authentic using digital signatures and online verification tools. It can also make tax compliance easier for businesses where electronic documentation replaces paper-based audits or reporting obligations.
Finally, the report describes the emerging tools tax authorities are using to detect online business activity. It notes that this is likely to be a growing area for tax authorities in the digital world.
Besides detailing the technical features of these solutions, the report also explains best practices for effectively implementing them. By sharing these successes and best practices, it is hoped that other tax authorities can leverage this information and give consideration to how they might quickly implement similar solutions.
' '
electronic invoicing solutions can prevent and reduce tax evasion Not only can this mean more revenue for public services, but it has a preventative and deterrent effect, and levels the playing field for compliant businesses that pay their fair share of taxes.
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